
NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL 
Tuesday, October 23, 2018 3:00p.m. 

Council Chambers 
AGENDA 

Page 
1.0 ADDITIONS TO AGENDA 

Introduction of new Director of Development Services, Emilie Adin 

2.0 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 3:05pm 

2.1 Adoption of the Minutes of September 25, 2018 Meeting 

3.0 REPORTS AND INFORMATION 

4.0 DESIGN REVIEWS 

4.1 837 -841 Twelfth St. DPT00023 

Rezoning and Development Permit application have been received in order to allow the 
development of a six-storey multiple unit residential building at 837 - 841 Twelfth Street. The 
proposed building would consist of 31 residential units and would be built as an energy efficient 
building to BC Energy Step Code level four. 

Zhao XD Architects Ltd 
Marchentic Holdings Corporation 

4.2  41 Duncan Street (Child Care) DP000751 

The applicant proposes to build the shell of a commercial child care building on a  future  city-
owned lot with an area of 516m² (5556 ft²).  The proposed building would have a  total building 
area of [179.38 m² (1931 ft²)], two storeys at a height of [8.62m (28.82 ft)], with a total gross 
floor area of [329.7 m² (3549 ft²)].  The proposed floor space ratio is 0.55 and site coverage of 
34.66%.  The development requires six off-street parking spaces. The design illustrates three 
parking spaces on the subject site and three  spaces on the townhouse site which would be 
accessible to the child care use from 6am to 7pm on weekdays. 

Burrowes Huggins Architects 
Anthem Properties 
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4.3 800 Boyd Street (Mini-Storage) DPQ00167 

The applicant proposes to construct a new mini-storage building, including landscaping 
improvements as part of phase III of the overall development at 800 Boyd Street .Phase III is 
proposed to add a new two-storey building along the north property line (interior) with a total 
floor area of 4,347.42 m² (46,796.85 ft²).  The update submission including revised plans reflect 
the redesign of the tower, deletion of the 215 m² (2315.2 ft²) caretaker suite and the inclusion of 
a pedestrian linkage to from Boyd Street to the development.  The ground floor would house the 
main offices and mini storage units whereas the second floor would contain storage units of 
various sizes. 

Prism Construction Ltd. 
KCC Architecture 

4.4  34 South Dyke Road DPQ00178 

The proposal consists of a sixteen unit ground-oriented townhouse development  organized into 
two separate buildings in Queensborough. The total building area  would  be 3,269.28m²(10,726 
ft²), and site coverage of 39.9% and floor space ratio of 0.88. The units range from 
approximately 1,400 ft² to 1,600 ft² in area  with various three storey unit types.  All of the units 
contain three bedrooms on the third level above the  flood construction level. 

Grimwood Architecture and Design 
Pennyfarthing Homes 

5.0 NEW BUSINESS 

6.0 UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

7.0 CORRESPONDENCE 

8.0 NEXT MEETING 

8.1 Tuesday, November 27, 2018 (in Council Chambers) 

9.0 ADJOURNMENT 
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NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL 

Tuesday, September 25, 2018, 3:00 p.m. 
Council Chamber, City Hall 

MINUTES 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
Chris Block - Architectural Institute of BC Representative 
Derek Newby - Architectural Institute of BC Representative 
David Roppel - Development Industry Representative 
Sarah Siegel - BC Society of Landscape Architects 
Joey Stevens - Architectural Institute of BC Representative 
Craig West - Vice-Chair, Architectural Institute of BC Representative 

REGRETS: 
Meredith Mitchell - Chair, BC Society of Landscape Architects 

GUESTS: 
Phoenix Chan - van der Zalm + Associates Inc. 
Travis Martin  - van der Zalm + Associates Inc. 
Doug Massey  - Arcus Consulting Ltd 
Jeff Mok - IBI Group 

STAFF: 
Mike Watson  - Planner 
Heather Corbett - Committee Clerk 

The meeting was called to order at 3:00 p.m. 

1.0 ADDITIONS TO AGENDA 

There were no additions to the agenda. 
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2.0 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
2.1 Adoption of the Minutes of July 24, 2018 
 
 MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT page 4, Question 3, Bullet 3 of the July 24, 2018 New Westminster Design 
Panel minutes be amended to read “Consider a reduction in the number of plant 
species in order to respect the minimalist style of the existing landscape;”; and 
 
THAT the July 24, 2018 minutes of the New Westminster Design Panel be 
adopted, as amended. 

CARRIED. 
 All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
3.0 REPORTS AND INFORMATION 
 

There were no items. 
 
4.0 DESIGN REVIEWS 
 
Procedural Note: Sarah Siegel recused herself due to a conflict of interest with Item 4.1 
 
4.1 810 Agnes Street        SDP00216 
           REZ00155 

 
Mike Watson, Planner, summarized the staff report dated September 25, 2018, 
regarding the proposal for a 222 unit residential tower at 810 Agnes Street, which 
would include an underground parking lot, and private amenity space. Additional 
density has been proposed on this site in exchange for the design and construction 
of city-owned park space adjacent to the site, and the provision of a public 
amenity area within the building.   
 
Mr. Watson noted that this project was first reviewed by the Design Panel at the 
July 24, 2018 meeting and this submission focuses on responses to the panel’s 
comments. He also requested that the Panel address two additional staff questions 
noted in the agenda package, regarding the revised parkade entryway, and the 
building’s conclusion and integration of the elevator and mechanical penthouse. 
 
Jeff Mok, IBI Group, and Sarah Siegel, Hapa Collective, provided a PowerPoint 
presentation covering the revisions made to the project in response to the Panel’s 
comments, including the following: 
 

• The design now reflects the 50/50 solid to glass ratio; 
• Simplified the rooftop of the building by setting back the handrail; 
• Proposed changes to metal panel soffit detail and framed elements; 
• Adjustments to the materials palette, including: 

o Use of darker spandrel; 
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o Introduction of orange spandrel; 
o Introduction of white metal panel on framing elements at grade; 
o Wood accent trims at doors and iron black brick at base of building; 

• Design development of entrances, which takes cues from the industrial 
nature of the area and repeats at Victoria Street entrance; 

• Blackie Street entrance area made more spacious; 
• Bike workshop will have equipment provided, such as air compressors and 

maintenance racks, to ensure it is a well-used space; 
• Introduction of more brick to give building more solidity; 
• Reconfiguration of loading sequence on Victoria Street to ensure that 

loading area and parkade is zoned off from pedestrian surfaces 
• Comments made in response to the landscaping include the following: 

o Flatter grade areas and resting spaces added up the Blackie Street 
hill to create a feeling of entrance; 

o Mid-level walkway along townhouse edge and sloped planting 
added to reduce appearance of Victoria Street wall; 

o Entrance to the park has been re-located further down the hill and a 
5% walkway/slope has been added ; 

o Doors have been added to the amenity space to address Victoria 
Street; and, 

o The type and amount of screening for the park is still to be 
determined. 

 
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Mok and Ms. Siegel provided the 
following information: 

 
• The soffit material would be metal, and edges would be in concrete 

consistently throughout the building until the second floor, where the 
panels would be white; 

• The horizontal metal frame structure at the top of the tower would likely be 
supported by steel columns attached to the rooftop on an angle; 

• Insulation would be added to the existing (typical) insulation on the 
spandrel, as determined by the energy model; 

• The Blackie Street bike shop windows would be slotted windows; 
• The landscaping on Blackie Street is proposed as lawn, therefore it would 

not obscure the building; 
• It may be possible to shift the ramp into the park on Victoria Street so that 

it does not terminate at the garage entrance, however the grades are 
challenging; 

• All white walls on the building are proposed as painted concrete, but on the 
inside face of the boxes, the wall is proposed as metal panel; 

• The only changes that have been made to the roof programming is the 
removal of the ping pong table and the addition of urban agriculture boxes; 

• Planting would be proposed at the edge of the roof once the guard rail is 
pushed to the back of the parapet; and, 

• The planting would be on the outside of the guard rail, and accessible for 
maintenance. 
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Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each 
of the Staff questions asked in the July 24, 2018 report: 
 
Staff would appreciate comments from the panel on design of proposed 
development as well as how the application has responded to the comments from 
the panel. 
 

• The few changes that have been made to the project are significant aesthetic 
improvements which address the Panel’s previous comments; 

• The townhouses proposed for the lane would likely be a difficult place to 
live; 

• The reduction in the perceived mass of walls on Victoria Street are valuable 
changes, which would help with the public realm; and, 

• Consider carrying the metal wall panelling into the balcony boxes rather 
than painting the concrete in orange. 

 
Comments from the Panel would be appreciated in regards to: 
1. How the pedestrian park access area can be distinguished from the vehicular 

travel lane off of Victoria Street; and 
2. How the entry to the park can provide more visual cues to signal the area as 

an entrance way to a public park; 
 

• Appreciation was noted for the Victoria and Agnes Street frontages through 
the use levelling of landscaping and terracing; 

• The addition of another step at the 4-5 foot level may be appropriate; 
• Appreciation was noted for the addition of the ramp into the park; 
• Consider improving the angle of the ramp in order to resolve its adjacency 

to the parking garage; and, 
• As Victoria Street is quite narrow, it may be useful to demarcate the 

pedestrian area through the use of a colour change in the stonework. 
 
Comments from the panel on the building conclusion and the integration of the 
mechanical penthouse into the building design would be appreciated. 
 

• Consider further subtlety and integration of the orange penthouse box into 
the building through the use of framing or colour. 

 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the New Westminster Design Panel support the project as presented with 
consideration of the following conditions: 

• Develop the park ramp conclusion at the parking garage; 
• Develop the top of the tower; 
• Review material use, i.e. use of orange for box at top 

CARRIED. 
 David Roppel voted in opposition to the motion. 
 
Procedural Note: Sarah Siegel returned to the Panel. 
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4.2 1111 Sixth Avenue        HER00604 
           OCP00018 
 

Mike Watson, summarized the staff report dated September 25, 2018, regarding 
the proposal for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement application and an Official 
Community Plan Amendment application to allow the development of a child care 
facility of 114 child care spaces, and the restoration and heritage protection of the 
West End Methodist Church building, built in 1911. The new building would 
replace the church annex, and would also include a residential suite for a 
caretaker, and retail space. 
 
Mr. Watson gave some neighbourhood context and also discussed the questions 
that the Design Panel was asked to comment on. 
 
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Watson provided the following 
information: 

 
• Parking accessed at the rear of the building would be for staff use only; 
• It is intended that a recessed bay on Sixth Avenue would be re-purposed to 

allow for drop-offs to occur, in order to minimize traffic in the lane; and, 
• As Twelfth Street was largely developed in the 1920s and early 1930s, 

there is historical precedence for Art Deco buildings on the street, therefore 
the design guidelines ask for new buildings to refer to a modern 
interpretation of Art Deco in their design. 

 
Doug Massey, Arcus Consulting Ltd., provided the Panel with information about 
the proposed building, covering the following information: 
 

• Description of the site conditions, including slope, and self-imposed 
setbacks; 

• Description of the church, of which Donald Luxton & Associates has 
conducted a heritage conservation report, and the proponents’ commitment 
to the City to retain the inside and outside characteristics; 

• Description of the current annex building, which is in great disrepair; 
• Details of the transportation study, prepared by Opus Consulting, and 

accepted by the City, which indicates projected traffic at the daycare and 
parking spaces; 

• Scope of work and programming of all levels and outdoor spaces; 
• Confirmation that the design has been submitted to Fraser Health 

Community Care Licensing and has received preliminary acceptance; 
• Material selection, including the use of EIFS to create the proposed Art 

Deco details and shapes; and, 
• Architectural details proposed to ensure that the Church tower remains 

visible. 
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Phoenix Chan and Travis Martin, van der Zalm + Associates Inc., provided the 
Panel with information about the proposed landscaping, covering the following 
information: 
 

• Details of the existing church yard, where the existing trees would be 
maintained, and which would become enclosed, with a slide added; 

• Details of the front landscaping, which would tie together with the central 
plaza, and provide ramp access to the church, along with the addition of a 
bike rack and planting around the building face; 

• Details of the existing fencing to be mimicked; 
• Details of the top floor play spaces, which were designed based on Fraser 

Health requirements, including elements for active and creative play, such 
as: 

o Variation of materials and patterns; 
o Turf area; 
o Sand and water play areas; 
o Planters for trees, bushes and possible urban gardening; 
o Seating areas; and, 
o Chalkboards. 

 
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Massey, Ms. Chan, and Mr. Martin 
provided the following information: 
 

• The proposed operator of the daycare has two other centres in the region; 
• The four-storey building to the west is a residential building, and there are 

no concerns of overlook onto the daycare; 
• The first floor of the existing residential building would be covered, with 

the windows of all other floors exposed; 
• The materials to be used on the first floor roof are not known yet; 
• The typical sill height proposed is two feet; 
• The space between the west wall of the proposed daycare and the existing 

building would be blocked at the front of the building, however a closure 
would be put in place at the rear of the building; 

• No trellis is currently proposed over the parkade on the west side of the 
building; 

• The balcony space on the fourth floor would be maximized, and would not 
be impacted by the spires on the front of the building; 

• There is a five foot minimum height required for the guard rail on the roof; 
• The green space between the lane and the proposed building is currently 

sod, and would be off site; 
• Due to the slope of the site, the single-family residences to the North would 

be looking at the rear middle of the building; 
• The route for moving children from the proposed building to the outdoor 

green space would be along the front sidewalk, in accordance with the 
required ratio of children to adults; 

• There has been no feedback from Fraser Health about the amount of 
sunlight available on the roof; 
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• The ramp from the daycare to the church basement is in place currently to 
provide accessibility, and runs parallel to the sidewalk; and, 

• Stroller parking for parents would be located in the lobby. 
 

Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each 
of the Staff questions asked in the July 24, 2018 report: 
 
Question 1: Comments from the panel in regards to how the setbacks and massing 
respond to the surrounding context would be appreciated. 
 

• It is difficult to assess and comment on the surrounding context of the 
building without detailed information, such as sections and elevation 
drawings; 

• Further detail and documentation about the context of the proposed 
building in relation to the single family residences at the rear, and the 
residential building to the west would be useful; 

• The drawings do not give sufficient details of the views and outlook from 
the Hunter Heights building on the west wall of the proposed building; and, 

• Further detail about the retail context and the street edge would be useful. 
 
Question 2: Comments from the panel on how the new building responds to the 
asymmetrical massing and the strong vertical element on the church would be 
appreciated. 
 

• The panel expressed concern about the competition between the proposed 
elevator tower and the heritage church tower; 

• Consider a different type, size or location of the proposed tower, as the 
massing is greater than that of the church; 

• It would be important to maintain the prominence of the church, which 
could be achieved by lowering the height of the proposed elevator tower or 
shifting its location; 

• Consider the proposed fin elements in the context of the streetscape and 
hierarchy of elements, as they may be too prominent and compete with the 
church; and, 

• Appreciation was shown for the setback of the daycare entrance in 
acknowledgement of the church tower. 

 
Question 3: Comments from the panel on the success of the project in interpreting 
Art Deco design, rather than replication, in a modern building would be 
appreciated. 
 

• The panel expressed concern with the Art Deco design of the proposed 
building, noting the following comments: 

o The design has exceeded the requirements of the design guidelines; 
o A more subtle and contemporary approach, with a “tip of the hat” to 

Art Deco, rather than mimicry, should be considered; 
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o The Art Deco approach is in conflict with the Arts & Crafts heritage 
building next door and needs further reconciliation; 

o Consider greater transition of the Art Deco into the neighbourhood; 
• The Art Deco design does not succeed in portraying that the building would 

be a daycare; 
• A more light-hearted interpretation of the Art Deco, in a modern vein and 

to reflect the building’s use, may provide a more appropriate design for this 
building; 

• The use of modern materials, with more glazing, may help to interpret the 
design guidelines further; 

• Reconsider the fins in the context of the neighbouring church; and, 
• The addition of some Art Deco precedence in the design guidelines may 

have been useful to the proponent. 
 
The Design Panel made other general comments about the project, as follows: 
 

• Appreciation was shown for the use of the building, the proposed provision 
of daycare, and the building’s location; 

• Appreciation was shown for the inclusion of retail frontage in the project; 
• Appreciation was shown for the incorporation of a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement in this project; 
• The proposed colour palette is successful in that it is not too bold, and 

compliments the church; 
• The parking considerations seem appropriate, however consideration to 

proper signage to deter jaywalking and U-turns in front of the property 
would be appropriate; 

• The busy drop off time period before 9am may be a potential traffic and 
parking concern, in that the daycare is not on the first floor of the building, 
and parents would need time to go upstairs; 

• Further consideration for parents’ stroller parking may appropriate; 
• The following comments were made on landscaping elements of the 

proposal: 
o Consider making the area between the church and daycare more 

inviting and spacious, as this may be an area where people 
congregate before or after a service; 

o Consider the addition of awnings over the sidewalk outside the retail 
units, to provide some cover to all patrons of the building; 

o Consider a more generous playground on the east yard of the 
Church, with more equipment; 

o The natural elements of the play areas could be enhanced to 
encourage more connection with nature and greater value, i.e. more 
plants and trees for shade, and a greater amount of play equipment; 

o The Olympic Village rooftop play area (in Vancouver) is a good 
example if looking for precedence; 

o Consider fruit trees on site and a greater amount of trees along the 
sidewalk; 
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o Further examine the ramp and whether a railing is needed for the 
slope; 

o Consider a greater amount of shade structures on the rooftop, as 
there are significant amounts of sun; 

• In terms of the drawing package, it would have been helpful to include 
further documentation, including sections, elevations and Art Deco 
precedence in the area; and, 

• In the drawings package, the scaling and elevations that were provided 
were difficult to read, and did not include elevation figures. 

 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the New Westminster Design Panel request the applicant to continue to 
work with the City’s Development Services department and resubmit with 
consideration of the comments. 

CARRIED. 
 All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
5.0 NEW BUSINESS 
 
 There were no items. 
 
6.0 UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
 There were no items. 
 
7.0 CORRESPONDENCE 
 
 There were no items. 
 
8.0 NEXT MEETING 
 

The next meeting of the New Westminster Design Panel will take place on 
Tuesday, October 23, 2018, in Council Chambers. 

 
9.0 ADJOURNMENT 

 
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 4:48 p.m. 
 

Certified Correct, 
 
 
 

             
Craig West      Heather Corbett 
Chair       Committee Clerk 
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City of New Westminster 

R E P O R T  
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

To: Members of the New Westminster 
Design Panel 

Date: October 23, 2018 

From: Michael Watson, 
Planner 

File: REZ00152 
DPT00023 

Subject: 837 – 841 Twelfth Street – Rezoning and Development Permit for 
Proposed Six Storey Multiple Unit Residential Building  

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the New Westminster Design Panel review the design submission and 
provide comments for applicant and staff consideration; and 

THAT the New Westminster Design Panel consider a motion of support or non-
support for the proposed Rezoning and Development Permit applications. 

PURPOSE 

Rezoning and Development Permit application have been received in order to allow the 
development of a six-storey multiple unit residential building at 837 - 841 Twelfth Street. 
The proposed development would consist of 31 residential units. The proposed building 
would be built as an energy efficient building to BC Energy Step Code level four and 
would be one of the first mid-rise residential buildings to meet this advanced building 
standard in New Westminster.  

The purpose of this report is to provide information to the NWDP in regards to the 
project design submission and to obtain comments in regards to overall project and the 
design items raised in the Design Considerations section of this report. 
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PROPOSAL 
 
Project Description 
 
The proposed development would include a total of 31units in a six-storey multiple unit 
residential building with an overall density of 2.13 FSR. It includes three ground-oriented 
townhouse style units which have three bedrooms and which face Twelfth Street. The 
proposed development provides a total of eight three-bedroom units (26%) and 23 two -
bedroom units (74%).  
 
Vehicular access would be from the lane on the south side of the site. The application 
includes the provision of 51 off-street parking stalls of which seven spaces would be 
allocated to visitor parking. The proposal also includes 40 long term and six short term 
bicycle parking spaces. 
 
The new buildings on site are proposed to be developed to BC Energy Step Code Step 
level four standards. The applicant has retained a building envelope consultant to conduct 
the necessary energy modelling on the project throughout the application review and 
development process. The architectural and landscape plans are attached within the 
applicant submission package in Appendix A. 

 
Project Statistics 

 
Existing Site Area (gross) 1217 sq. m. (13,099 sq. ft.) 
Site Frontage 39.93 m. (131 ft.) 
Average Lot Depth 30.48 m. (100 ft.) 
Floor Space Ratio 2.13 FSR 
Building Height 21.7 metres (71.2 ft.) / Six Storeys 
Residential Units 31 units 
Residential Unit Mix 2 bedroom units:   23 (74%) 

3 bedroom units:   8 (26%) 
Off-Street Parking 
   Overall 
   Resident 
   Visitor 
Bicycle Parking 
   Long Term 
   Short Term  

 
51 spaces 
42 spaces 
7 spaces 
 
40 spaces 

6 spaces 
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CONTEXT 
 
Site Characteristics and Context 
 
The subject site consists of two lots (837 and 841 Twelfth Street) and is located at the 
southeast corner of Twelfth and Dublin Streets at the edge of the Moody Park 
Neighbourhood. This site is relatively flat, with a grade change of about 2 metres (6.56 
feet) from the high point at the northeast corner to the low point at the southwest corner. 
The site is currently vacant and was previously occupied by a vehicles sales lot, a 
services station and commercial office space. 
 
To the east of the site are single detached dwellings within the Moody Park 
neighbourhood. To the north and south and to the west across Twelfth Street are several 
mixed use and single use commercial retail buildings ranging from one to three storeys in 
height which are zoned C-2A.  
 
Proximity to Transit 
 

Transit Facility  Distance
Skytrain Station 
(New Westminster SkyTrain Station) 

> 1 kilometre 

Frequent Transit Network 550 metres (1,800 feet) 
Eighth Street 

Bus Stop 50 metres (164 feet) 
 
The subject site is approximately 550 metres (1,800 feet) from Eighth Street which is the 
nearest Frequent Transit Network. Twelfth Street is identified as a future Frequent 
Transit Network and there are bus stops located adjacent to the subject property on 
Twelfth Street. 
 
POLICY CONTEXT 
 
Official Community Plan (OCP) 
 
The subject property is designated (RM) Residential - Multiple Unit Buildings, which is 
described, in part, as follows: 
 

Purpose: To provide a mix of small to moderate sized multiple unit residential 
buildings.  

 
Principal Forms and Uses: Townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses and low 
rises. Only in circumstances where the Development Permit Area guidelines can 
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be met, a compelling case can be made, and appropriate amenities are provided 
will a five or six storey low rise building be considered.  
 
Maximum Density: Medium density multiple unit residential.  

 
The proposed six storey building is consistent with the Official Community Plan (OCP) 
land use designation and no OCP amendment would be required. 
 
Development Permit Area 
 
The subject site is located within the 2.1 Upper Twelfth Street Residential Corridor 
Development Permit Area and, as such, a Development Permit is required for the 
proposed development which would be reviewed concurrently with the rezoning 
application. This Development Permit Area is designated in order guide the transition of 
a portion of a commercial corridor to a residential corridor by facilitating new multi-unit 
residential development, with ground oriented housing units that activate the public 
realm. 
 
Zoning Bylaw  
 
The subject properties are currently zoned Community Commercial Districts (Medium 
Rise) (C-2A) which would permit a commercial or mixed-use four storey building with 
retail at grade and commercial or residential above. The proposal would not be consistent 
with current zoning and as such a rezoning is required. 
 
Family-Friendly Housing Policy 
 
As per the City’s Family-Friendly Housing Policy, the development would be required to 
provide a minimum of 30% two and three bedroom units, of which at least 10% of the 
overall number of units would need to contain three or more bedrooms. The application is 
not consistent with the current policy and revisions would be required. 

 
Community Energy and Emissions Plan 
 
As part of the City’s ongoing efforts to reduce its impact on climate change, the City 
developed a Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP). The CEEP outlines 
strategies to help conserve energy and reduce GHG emissions in the areas of 
transportation, buildings and solid waste. The plan outlines actions and policies that help 
to diversify our energy supply, create energy efficient buildings and build a community 
that maximizes the use of sustainable transportation modes and minimizes waste. The 
proposed BC Energy Step Code level four standards would be consistent with this policy. 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The applicant’s design rationale is attached within the submission package in Appendix 
A, along with the architectural and landscape plans. The applicant has provided an 
evaluation of the proposed building against the Development Permit Area design 
guidelines within the design rationale. The 2.1 Upper Twelfth Street Residential Corridor 
Development Permit Area Design Guidelines can be accessed at: 
 
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___2.1_Upper_Twelfth_Street.p
df 
 
Staff would appreciate comments from the panel on the design of proposed development. 
Some items identified by staff for consideration by the panel are as follows: 
 
Street Activation 
 
Portions of the Upper Twelfth Street area, as part of the update to the Official 
Community Plan adopted in October 2017, have converted from long standing 
commercial mixed-use areas to fully residential uses. Much of the 2.1 Upper Twelfth 
Street Residential Corridor Development Permit Area Design Guidelines are focused on 
ensuring adequate activation of Twelfth Street with strong residential frontages on the 
primary street (Twelfth Street). Many topic areas within the guidelines including building 
siting, entrances, windows, facades and balconies focus on creating a building which has 
a direct and active interface with adjacent streets, especially the primary frontage.  
 
Comments from the panel regarding the interface of the building with the surrounding 
streets would be appreciated. 
 
Massing Transition to Adjacent Lower Density Residential Building Forms 
 
A key objective of the 2.1 Upper Twelfth Street Residential Corridor Development 
Permit Area is to ensure that buildings transition to lower density residential building 
forms in adjacent residential neighbourhoods by providing building massing and setbacks 
which are adequate and context specific.  
 
The proposed six storey building meets the design guidelines in section 2.1.3 regarding 
massing and setbacks in relation to the rear setbacks, even though the subject property is 
a relatively shallow lot (30.48 m. / 100 ft.). The relevant sections of the design guidelines 
have been provided below: 
 

If no laneway exists at the rear of the lot, provide a minimum 7.5m (24’7”) 
setback from the property line.  
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Buildings on lots adjacent to single detached dwellings or other ground oriented 
dwelling types should step masses above three storeys back a minimum of 3m 
(9’10”) from the building edge. 

 
Comments from the panel in regards the transition of the proposed development to the 
lower density residential building forms in the adjacent neighbourhood would be 
appreciated.  
 
Materials 
 
The Design Guidelines call for high quality materials which would enhance the quality 
and character of Upper Twelfth Street. Wood, stone and brick are preferred cladding 
materials. Composite, metal and cementitious panels are also permitted. The design 
guidelines also call for design elements, hardware and accents that draw inspiration from 
the Art Deco heritage of the neighbourhood. 
 
The applicant has provided a material palette which consists largely of cementitious 
Hardie Panels and slate veneer used at the building base. There may be opportunities to 
explore integration of the preferred materials as outlined in the design guidelines. 
 
Comments from the panel regarding the proposed materials, proposed texture of the 
materials and the material detailing would be appreciated.  
 
Off-Street Parking, Garbage, Loading and Lane Edge 
 
The proposed building includes a vehicular entrance, a loading area, a garbage / recycling 
room and a PMT along the lane (south) side of the property. The building at ground level 
along the lane (east of the townhouse unit) is unenclosed. 
 
This edge of the property, given that is fronts onto a lane and accommodates less active 
and utilitarian functions of the building, should be reviewed closely both from a design 
and CPTED point of view. The design guidelines call for attention and detail in these 
areas including consideration of incorporating decorative grating and the creative use of  
colour and/or colourful landscaping. 
 
Comments from the panel regarding the building and landscaping interface with the lane 
on the lane (south) side of the property would be appreciated.  
 
Open Space 
 
Open space for each of the townhouse units would be provided at grade adjacent to the 
units along Twelfth Street. Common outdoor areas would be provided at the rear (east) of 
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the development and include BBQ and play areas. Deck spaces have been provided for 
the apartment units. 
 
The design guidelines call for open spaces which improve the quality of life of the 
residents, which help facilitate neighbourly interactions, are easy to access and which are 
programmable for intergenerational activates. 
 
Comments from the panel regarding the open space proposed by the applicant would be 
appreciated. 
 
APPENDICIED ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT  
 
A Applicant Submission Package 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Michael Watson, 
Planner 
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Design Rationale 
 

6-Storey Multi-Family Residential Development Proposal                                                                 
at 837-841 12th Street, New Westminster, BC 

(“A design Rationale which evaluates the application against the Upper Twelfth 
Street Design Guidelines and highlights any areas where the guidelines are not 
being met”) 

Sept.  27, 2018 

 
The site is within “the Upper Twelfth Street Residential Corridor”, “identified as 
Development Permit Area 2.1 [See Map 2.0], is designated in order guide the 
transition of a portion of a commercial corridor to a residential corridor by 
facilitating new multi-unit residential development, with ground oriented housing units 
that activate the public realm”.   The proposed development complies the OCP intent. 
The subject site is a corner lot and has frontage of 130 ft and depth of 100 ft.   The 
proposed 6-Storey Multi-Family Residential Development project occupies this 1217 
square meters parcel and is situated on the north-east of 12th Street and the south-
east of Dublin Street.   Across 12th Street on the south-west are a one-storey 
commercial building and 3-storey residential apartment building and across a lane on 
the south-east is a 3-storey residential apartment building.   Across Dublin Street on 
north-west lies an existing one-storey gas station and to north-east lies existing single 
family residential buildings. 
The proposed development on the subject parcel will accommodate a 6-storey 
multifamily residential building of approximately 28,482 sq. ft. with 28 apartment 
residential units and 3 ground oriented townhouse units proposed over 2-level 
underground parking space.  The development targets Step Code Level 4 of BC 
Building Code for a maximized energy saving strategy.  High standard insulation for 
building envelope will be utilized. Energy modeling will be used in building design for 
efficiency compliance. 
The proposal follows City requirements on setbacks including additional setbacks for 
fourth to sixth storey.  Building facade is designed with variations in articulation, 
texture and color to breaking down building mass. Buildings on four to six storeys are 
set back at the fourth storey and higher by 3m (9’10”) on all side.  On the rear of the 
lot, 7.5 metres (24’7”) setback is provided from the property line adjacent to northeast 
neighbouring residential lot with landscaped area. 
The proposal follows the requirements for “Six storey development” including 
compliance with BC Step Code level 4 and the provisions of two storey three 

  ZHAO XD ARCHITECT LTD. 
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bedroom and family friendly ground oriented untis at the base of the building (3 
townhouse units), 23 adaptable units (74% total units) that exceed the requirements 
of the family friendly housing policy, change materials and colour above the third 
storey to lessen the visual impact of the height of the building, demonstration that it 
will not significantly overshadow adjacent residential and public open spaces.  The 
proposal is a benefit to the neighbourhood as the lot is a vacant contaminated site 
with abandoned underground fuel line where the site was historically occupied with 
fuel pumps.  The developer has engaged professional environmental engineer with 
clean up proposals to follow City and Federal regulations for a liveable environment. 
The proposed 6-storey development will provide efficient housing for the City as well 
as for the neighbourhood.  The developer has been complying with all City 
requirements for the development.  To follow the OCP guidelines (Section 2.1 Upper 
Twelfth Street – Neighborhood Interface), recesses and articulations to break down 
building facade are still used though the proposed building width is moderate.  The 
large masses along 12th Street and Dublin Street are thus visually broken down 
using recesses and projection as well as texture and color articulations to lessen 
visual impact on the pedestrian realm and create variation along the street. Building 
facade facing single detached dwellings is proposed with larger setbacks on ground 
floor to third floor than front sand side yards as well as stepped back building mass 
above 3 storeys by additional 3M from the building edge below. 
The proposed Development contains 31 residential units.  Among them there are 3 
three-bedroom townhouse units and 28 two-bedroom units on upper floors.  The 
main floor also includes indoor public space as well as covered outdoor amenity 
space.  The proposed design follows the City OCP and bylaw design guidelines. 
The building orientation together with the lower level building setback and the 
additional upper storey setbacks prevents any significant overshadowing of 
adjacent residential and public open spaces.  Three-storey building interface to 
neighbouring residential property together with the upper recessed further back as 
well as the lighter color and material proposed above the 3rd storey makes the 
proposed 6-storey development fit the site and neighbourhood context. 
The architectural design is intended for street-oriented residential apartment building 
with ground oriented townhouse friendly to the neighborhood.  2-level Parking is 
proposed underground with driveway access from lane.  The proposed building is 
designed to respond to corner site conditions and opportunities for intersection of 
streetscape at this corner lots as well as for site grade changes with public and 
semipublic open spaces and views creating transitions from the building to the 
sidewalk and street level. Units on the ground level are designed with primary entries 
that are oriented to the street. 
Combinations of difference materials are used for the facades.  Slate veneer is used 
at ground level in combination with glazed areas.  Easytrim panel is proposed for the 
majority of the material on the facade.  Combinations of the color with accent bands 
add dimension and complexity to the elevations. The palette of colors in dark, silver 
grey and locally warm color provides a complex suitable for the multi-family 
residential building.  The siting, form, and scale of the proposed building mitigate 
blockage of significant views and solar access from existing or anticipated 
development, and that shadowing impacts on adjacent residential buildings and 
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usable open spaces are minimized.  The design intent is to use material, colour, 
contrast and form as primary elements to create a clean and contemporary aesthetic. 
The massing of the building is articulated with a few higher parapet projections height 
on building facades.  The locally variant building massing in height are proposed at 
these locations to create more interesting building form in order to avoid a simple 
bulky massing.  The building mass for lower levels along 12th Street is subdivided 
into 
various portions where recesses and accentuated entrances are followed. 
Architectural compositions have an emphasis on linked individual components and 
contrasts in colour and material against a generally rectangular structure base which 
is efficient both structurally and functionally. 
 
 
The followings are the items followed by written responses that evaluate the 
application against the “Upper Twelfth Street Design”:  
 
 
“(2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET – INTRODUCTION) 
New residential development should be appropriately scaled, encourage active, 
ground oriented street fronting units, and enhance the character of the 
neighbourhood.” 
Complied. 
 
“Given the history of Upper Twelfth Street, opportunities to integrate stylistic or formal 
Art Deco cues into new developments can be explored. “ 
 

                                   
 
Proposed design comes with such an effort trying to integrate historic Art 
Deco character in exterior articulations. 
 
“In order to create a family friendly, pedestrian oriented neighbourhood, new 
residential developments should include ground oriented residential units and a richly 
designed semi-private realm with appropriate transitions between the street and 
private residential units.” 
Complied  in architectural and landscape architectural design. 
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“Furthermore, new developments along Twelfth Street must transition appropriately 
to the surrounding lower density neighbourhood, especially given many of 
the parcels along Twelfth do not have lanes.”   
Setbacks particularly on upper floors improve transitions to neighboring 
buildings. 
 
“Balconies, decks and articulation of the building massing should be used to create a 
lively expression along the corridor.”   Complied. 
 
“achieve a great public realm by ensuring sidewalk widths allow for comfortable and 
unimpeded pedestrian flow, using setbacks to create private space for residential 
units at grade and/or providing opportunities for the reallocation of space within the 
right of way to allow for bike lanes or other improvements.”    Complied. 
 
 
“2.1.1 SITING  
Intent: Building siting must respond to the existing context and create a comfortable 
pedestrian scale and sensitive neighbourhood interface. 
• New buildings and residential units within should be designed to front all 
streets/greenways immediately adjacent to or within the development.”  Complied. 
 
“• Buildings should be designed to respond to specific site conditions and 
opportunities, including: prominent intersections, corner lots, unique block structures, 
absence of laneways, steep topography, natural features, prominent open spaces 
and views.”   Complied. 
 
“• New developments should be designed to fit within the natural topography of the 
site, by stepping down sloping terrain and accommodating significant grade changes 
by creating transitions from the building to the sidewalk and street level.”  Complied. 

“• Units on the ground level should have primary entries that are oriented to the 
street.”   Complied. 

“• New developments should incorporate a street wall that complements the scale of 
adjacent buildings and is appropriate to the street width (i.e. street wall height should 
be 50% – 30% of the street R.O.W. width). Floors above this ratio height should be 
set back a minimum of 3m (9’10”).”    

Complied.   The proposed setbacks for 4th floor and above make the proposed 
“street wall” appropriate to the street width. 

“2.1.2 CHARACTER ...... 
• Buildings should be designed to fit harmoniously with the existing context by 
creating a consistent visual rhythm along the streetscape. 
• All buildings within a development should be designed with diversity to ensure a 
varied streetscape but create some cohesion by aligning window sills, cornices, and 
floor-to-floor spacing along the street block. Variety in massing, details, and/or 
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material should be considered to avoid a monotonous appearance and reinforce 
individual building identity.”  Complied. 
 
“• Public realm elements (lighting, landscaping, etc) should add to the 
neighbourhood’s public realm and provide comfortable spaces for pedestrians.” 
Complied. 
 
“• Public art should be integrated and historical elements retained to enhance the Art 
Deco character of Upper Twelfth Street. Pedestrian scale landmarks within the 
neighbourhood should be created to mark important gateways, areas of heritage 
significance, pocket parks, etc.” 
Developer will follow City requirements on public art and related items. 
 
“• Interpretation of Art Deco character elements is encouraged. While direct imitation 
is highly discouraged, new buildings should provide a modern interpretation of these 
stylistic cues. Character design elements can still fit within the language of a 
contemporary development may include: angled ground floor recesses, mosaic tile 
detailing, hardware and architectural detailing, use of colour, period lighting, materials 
and motifs.”  Complied (see previous related response). 
 
 
 

 
“2.1.3 MASSING + SETBACKS 
Intent: Building massing and setbacks must respond to the existing context and 
create a comfortable pedestrian scale and a sensitive neighbourhood interface. 
• Larger building masses and buildings with long frontages should be visually broken 
down using recesses, shifts in the massing and/or other methods of articulation to 
lessen visual impact on the pedestrian realm and create variation along the street.” 
 
Complied.  Building podium of first 3 stories is broken with recesses in 
building massing where recessed balconies are proposed.  The upper stories 
are designed in the same intent with variations in materials and color as well 
as different roofline treatments making the massing visually broken. 
 
“• Residential buildings should be set back from the front property line on the ground 
floor by a minimum of 3.0m (9’10”) and a maximum of 4.0m (13’2”) to provide private 
space for at-grade residential units.” 
 
Complied with 10’-0” front setbacks where private and/or semi-private spaces 
are provided. 
 
“• Buildings on lots adjacent to single detached dwellings or other ground oriented 
dwelling types should step masses above three storeys back a minimum of 3m 
(9’10”) from the building edge.” 
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Complied with 9’-10” setback above 3rd storey from the building edge. 
 
“• Buildings of four to six storeys should be set back at the fourth storey and higher by 
3m (9’10”) on all sides except on interior lot line, in which case there should be a zero 
lot line condition.” 
 
Complied.  The required setbacks are provided at 4th storey and higher by 3m 
(9’-10”) on all sides. 
 
“• Setbacks on side streets should take into account neighbouring properties and 
may be staggered across the side façade to ease the transition to single detached 
dwellings.” 
 
Not applicable. 
 
“• Rear lot setbacks are intended to provide privacy and open space for residents and 
reduce overlook. The setbacks are dependent on housing form, building density, use 
on the adjacent lot and the presence of a lane.”    Complied. 
 
 
“• Where possible, a minimum 3.0m (9’10”) setback should be provided along 
laneways. If no laneway exists at the rear of the lot, provide a minimum 7.5m (24’7”) 
setback from the property line.”    
Complied.  24.6’ setback is provided at the rear yard. 
 
“• Six storey developments will only be considered in limited circumstances based on 
specific conditions: 
-- If the project meets one or more significant City priorities (e.g. proving non-market 
rental housing, providing secure purpose built market rental, retention of a heritage 
building through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement or similar tool, retention of 
trees, construction of an energy efficient building). 
-- OR, if the lot size, lot depth, configuration and grading allows for appropriate 
transition to future adjacent massing and is in accordance with City regulations.” 
 
Complied with an agreement made with the City for “construction of an energy 
efficient building”. 
 
“• If development sites meet one of the above conditions, six storey forms should: 
-- Provide two storey, three bedroom, family friendly, ground oriented units at the 
base of the building. 
-- Exceed the requirements of the family friendly housing policy. 
-- Change materials and colour above the third storey to lessen the visual impact of 
the height of the building. 
-- Demonstration that it will not significantly overshadow adjacent residential and 
public open spaces. 
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-- Provide publicly accessible open space (pocket park, plaza, courtyard, etc.), when 
appropriate.” 
 
Complied.  Two-storey “townhouse” units are proposed at ground level. 
The proposed development is in excess of the requirements of the family 
friendly housing policy with all units are of two-bedroom unit or more; 
Lighter colors are proposed above the third floor per the guideline;  
Shadow study was conducted to demonstrate that no significant overshadow 
over neighbours and 
Public and semi-public open spaces are proposed. 
 
“2.1.4 VIEWS + SHADOWS 
Intent: Buildings must be designed to reduce shadowing impact on adjacent 
properties and public spaces and maintain important views in the community. 
Complied. 
 
• Entrances, residential unit glazing and balconies should be positioned to ensure 
casual overlook of public spaces and streets to enhance “eyes on the street” 
Complied.  Locations of townhouse entries and apartment entry, glazed 
balconies and windows are designed with the consideration for casual 
overlook of public space and other CPTED guidlines. 
 
“• Buildings should address the urban context in which they are situated by: 
-- Avoiding overshadowing existing buildings, private open spaces and public spaces, 
-- Minimizing impact on neighbouring single detached dwellings and other ground 
oriented housing forms, 
-- Orienting windows and entrances to primary and secondary street frontages to 
provide overlook,” 
 
Complied (refer to previous related responses). 
 
“-- Designing with solar orientation, daylighting and passive ventilation in mind. 
• The siting, form, and scale of buildings should mitigate blockage of significant views 
and solar access from existing or anticipated development, and that shadowing 
impacts on adjacent residential buildings and usable open spaces are minimized.” 
 
Complied (refer to previous related responses). 

 
“2.1.5 VENTILATION 
Intent: Buildings must be designed to maximize natural light and ventilation for all 
residential units while considering any microclimates which may impact the building. 
• Massing of buildings should promote as many units as possible having exterior 
walls with windows on two sides. 
• Internal units should be configured using a wide window-wall to shallow room depth 
ratio that ensures ample daylight penetrates to the rear of the unit. 
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• Buildings should be organized internally so that wherever possible, primary living 
spaces (living room, kitchen, family room) have exterior walls with windows on two 
sides to encourage natural ventilation and daylighting. 
• Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to primary 
and secondary living spaces, when appropriate. 
• Ventilation for underground parking and garbage/ recycling rooms should not vent 
onto public sidewalks or adjacent to residential units. 
 
Complied with the best effort in balance with consideration of other important 
aspects  including building envelope insulation. 
 
“2.1.6 ENTRANCES 
Intent: Building entrances must be located and designed to provide ground floor units 
that contribute to safe and lively urban environments. 
• Residential buildings should activate public R.O.W.s by incorporating ground floor 
units with individual primary entrances. 
• Residential entries should be clearly visible and identifiable from the fronting public 
street and sidewalk. This can be achieved through articulating the building massing 
and framing entrances with secondary roof elements (such as canopies, etc)” 
Complied. 
“• When possible, apartment lobbies should have multiple access points to increase 
connectivity and building access. When multiple entries are created, ensure the 
primary entry is clearly identifiable from the street.” 
Complied.  Additional access points including doors to outdoor amenity area 
and path to underground parkade.  
 
“• Ground-floor units should be elevated slightly to create privacy and a transition 
zone from the street.” 
Complied.  Steps are part of the private and/or semi-private space at 
townhouse unit entries. 
 
“• Residential lobby entrances should be distinguished from those of ground-floor 
residential units. Incorporate architectural and landscape features to create 
thresholds and gateways to further enhance a sense of arrival to the building and 
differentiate the public and private realm along the streetscape.” 
 
Complied.  Main entry to apartment units are separated from townhouse units 
and incorporated with landscaping. 
 
“• The transition zone between private entrances/ outdoor living spaces and the 
public realm should be activated with stoops, stairs, private yards and porches.”  
Complied. 
 
“2.1.7 FAÇADES 
Intent: Building façades must have appropriate levels of transparency and have a 
direct interface with public streets, pathways and open spaces. 
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• Residential buildings should activate the street by incorporating individual entrances 
to ground floor units in residential buildings that are accessible from the fronting 
street.” 
Complied. 
 
“• Individual units should be differentiated with minor façade articulation, changes in 
color, and/or materials. 
• Blank walls (over 5.0m or 16’5” in length) should be avoided. When unavoidable, 
use design treatments such as planters, climbing vines or plants, murals and public 
art.”   Complied. 
 
“2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET......BUILDING DESIGN 
2.1.8 MATERIALS 
Intent: All buildings within a development must use a cohesive material and colour 
palette that complements the character of the surrounding neighbourhood. 
• High quality materials should be used to enhance the quality and character of 
Upper Twelfth Street. Wood, stone and brick are preferred cladding materials, while 
composite, metal or cementitious panels are also permitted. Stucco and polished 
concrete may be permitted if used sparingly and in a way that is consistent with the 
Art Deco heritage of the neighbourhood.”    Complied. 
 
“• Colours should be muted but fit within the surrounding neighbourhood character. 
Accent colours may be bold but should be harmonious with the main colour and 
material palette to unify the design and to highlight architectural details (e.g. soffits, 
window and door trim, railings). 
• Matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity should be used. The use of 
reflective materials (e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided. 
• Design elements, hardware and accents that draw inspiration from the Art Deco 
heritage of the neighbourhood should be used.” 
Complied. 

 
“2.1.9 WINDOWS 
Intent: Windows must be placed to encourage “eyes on- the-street” while being 
mindful of strategies for reducing solar gain and ensuring occupant privacy. 
• Windows should be located to maximize connections with the public realm. 
• Transparency at grade should be achieved by utilizing clear glass – tinted, reflective 
and opaque glass must be avoided.” 
 
Complied (refer to previous related responses). 
 
“• Exterior shading devices such as: fins, louvres and strategic overhangs should be 
used when possible to create shade from the summer sun while providing solar 
access in the winter months. These shading devices should be used primarily on 
south-facing façades but may also be utilized on west or east façades.” 
Complied.  Proposed features include  canopies or covered balconies. 
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“2.1.10 BALCONIES 
Intent: Balconies must be designed to enhance the layout of internal units, avoid 
overlook into adjacent units or buildings and provide visual connections to the 
surrounding public realm.” 
Complied.   
 
“• A strong relationship should be created between the private and public realm by 
locating balconies and patios facing onto semi-private or public outdoor spaces. 
• Patios and balconies should have direct connections to primary indoor living spaces 
wherever possible. 
• Balconies should be integrated into the building mass or located below other 
balconies in order to have adequate weather protection.” 
Complied.   
 
“• Railings and structure for balconies should enhance transparency and use minimal 
structure as not to obstruct views. The use of more opaque railing components 
(fritted or coloured glass, screening elements etc.) may be considered if privacy from 
neighbouring properties is an issue.” 
Complied.  Transparent materials is proposed for railing structure and 
balconies. 
“• Courtyard spaces should be provided when possible to create private or semi-
private access to the outdoors. These semi-private outdoor spaces should be sited to 
act as a buffer between public spaces, and residential spaces.”  Complied.   
 
“2.1.11 ROOFS 
Intent: Roofs must be designed to fit with the architectural style of the building and 
maintain a clean appearance. 
• Architectural elements and massing strategies should be used to screen 
mechanical and service equipment so it appears to be integrated with the overall 
expression.”   
Complied.   
 
“• The surface of roofs should be finished with a material that is attractive and easy to 
maintain. 
• Roofing materials and colours with a high albedo (e.g. materials that reflect heat 
energy from the sun) should be used to reduce the absorption of heat into the 
building and reduce the urban heat island effect.” 
Complied.   
 
• Landscaped roofs should be provided to manage runoff, add visual appeal, improve 
energy efficiency and reduce heat island effects, and provide amenity value.” 
Not applicable.  Only smaller portion of landscaping is proposed over 
roof/deck over underground parkade. 
 
“2.1.12 WEATHER PROTECTION 
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Intent: Given the local climate of prolonged rainy periods, landscaping and well-
designed and appropriately scaled architectural elements must be used to provide 
shelter from precipitation, wind and direct sun. 
• Weather protection should be provided over all residential entries, including those 
for main lobbies and individual units accessible at grade. This may take the form of 
overhangs, recesses, awnings, or canopies. 
• Weather protection elements should fit with the architectural style of the 
development and use high quality materials such as glass, metal or similar materials 
to give a cohesive expression within the façade.” 
Complied.   
 
“• Maintenance associated with elements for weather protection elements (i.e. avoid 
algae film or leaf build up on glass canopies, etc.) should be considered.” 
Complied.  No glass canopies is proposed. 
 
“• The design of canopies should take water drainage into consideration (i.e. avoid 
water spillage between the building and canopy, particularly in pedestrian zones).” 
Complied.  Canopy drainage will be distant from pedestrian zones. 
 
“2.1.13 LIGHTING 
Intent: New developments and the spaces around them must be well lit with energy 
efficient lighting elements that are well integrated into the design.” 
Complied.   
 
• All public and semi-private sidewalks and open spaces should be equipped with 
pedestrian scale lighting. Private residential entries at grade should also be provided 
with sufficient exterior lighting.” 
Complied.   
 
• Lighting fixtures should be unobtrusive and integrated into the design in a way that 
is consistent with the architecture of the building and its surrounding context. 
• Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by considering energy efficient lighting 
(e.g. LED, solar-powered) and timers, motion or photo-activated lighting for all 
exterior areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.” 
Complied.   
 
“2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET ..... OPEN SPACE + LANDSCAPING 
2.1.14 TREES + LANDSCAPING 
Intent: New developments must integrate landscaping elements including trees, 
shrubs and ground cover to enhance public realm, improve air quality, absorb storm 
water and add to the city’s tree canopy.”   Complied.   
 
“• Selection and placement of trees and other plant materials should be carefully 
considered within the city and neighbourhood context, as well as within microclimate 
conditions created by surrounding existing and planned buildings.”  Complied.   
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“• Each development should use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC 
Landscape and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest 
Edition)” in specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all 
trees and other plant materials.”   Complied.   
 
“• Wherever possible, retain and protect trees, vegetation, natural slopes and native 
soils and integrate these features into the overall landscape design. 
• All new developments should integrate trees into their landscape plan. Distribute 
trees and landscaping throughout the site to soften and screen public/ private 
boundaries, reinforce circulation routes, create pleasant pedestrian conditions and/or 
maximize shade and/or stormwater benefits.”   Complied.   
 
“• Landscaping between pedestrian pathways and loading areas, as well as between 
buildings and neighbouring properties and public roadways is encouraged. 
• Deciduous trees should be located on the south and west sides of buildings to 
provide shade and minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar 
access and passive solar gain during winter.”  Complied.   
 
“• Communal gardens and private balcony or roof gardens are encouraged to provide 
residents with space to grow food and interact with each other. Edible decorative 
landscaping is also encouraged.”    Not applicable. 

“• New developments should manage rainwater on site in a way that improves 
quality, diverts volume from conventional catch basins and meets the targets set by 
the City’s Integrated Stormwater Management Plan. Rainwater on-site should be 
managed with designs that encourage infiltration, evapotranspiration and water re-
use, including the creation of bio-retention areas, such as swales, rain-gardens, 
vegetated islands and overflow ponds.”   
Due to large area of underground parkade, the suggested features have limited 
applicability for the project. 
 
“2.1.15 OPEN SPACE + TRAILS 
Intent: Developments must integrate semi-private and private open space to improve 
quality of life for building residents, as well as enhance biodiversity and the overall 
quality of the neighbourhood. 
• Balconies for above grade units and patios for ground oriented units should be 
provided.”    
Complied.   
 
“• Semi-private outdoor common space for use by all residents should be provided, 
when appropriate. Orient private patios and entries around the semiprivate common 
space to facilitate neighbourly interactions and provide overlook for children as they 
play.”   Complied.   
 
“• Roofs should be designed to provide usable outdoor space for building residents, 
when appropriate.” 
Only small portions of roof over 3rd floor are used for roof decks. 
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The main top roof is not proposed for roof deck in consideration of privacy 
and overlook issues. 
 
“• Where units front onto public streets and/or city trails or greenways, the private 
outdoor space should be used to create a clear transition between public and private 
space. Design this area to be spatially well-defined and visible from the street or 
walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose with low hedges or an open-railing fence).” 
Complied.   Fenced private outdoor spaces with gate are provided for ground 
level townhouse units to follow the design guidelines and intent. 
 
“• Outdoor common spaces should be designed to be programmable for inter-
generational activities and uses. This might include benches or tables, a playground 
suitable for a variety of ages that is visible from residential units, landscaping and/or 
shared patio spaces.”    Complied.   
 
“• Each development adjacent to any trail or greenway, as identified on the Parks, 
Trails and Greenway Streets Map should design buildings to interface with the 
walkway and provide appropriate setbacks and transitions to ensure a comfortable 
public realm.”    Not applicable. 
 
“• High quality, interesting, and durable outdoor spaces that are easily accessible 
should be provided. Coordinate the design of all elements including lighting, paving, 
outdoor furniture, and garbage receptacles. The design of the common space should 
be integrated with the site and building.”   Complied 
 
“2.1.16 FURNITURE + AMENITIES 
Intent: New developments must aim to provide a range of amenities to enhance 
semi-public and semi-private spaces in and around the building. 
• Seating is an essential component of a functional and inviting open space that 
allows places for pause, rest and relaxation. Seating options should allow for a 
variety of configurations (i.e. group seating vs. individual seating), options which take 
advantage of both sun and shade, as well opportunities for both fixed and movable 
furniture.”  Complied. 
 
“• Benches should be provided near pick up and drop off areas, and along extended 
pedestrian routes. Multi-functional elements may also be used to provide seating, 
such as steps, raised planters or retaining walls and grassy landforms.” 
Complied. 
 
“• New developments adjacent to bus stops should provide benches or areas for 
seating and ensure that sufficient space is provided between the bus stop and built 
elements within the property line.”   Complied. 
 
“• Opportunities for children to experience cognitive and imaginative play as well as 
active play should be provided, when appropriate. Playscapes should encourage a 
range of activities and uses for children of all ages, as well as provide a balance 
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between natural and built elements. These spaces should be strategically located to 
encourage casual supervision from adjacent residential units.”  Complied. 
 
“• Amenities should be designed and located to ensure that open spaces are not 
cluttered and pedestrian circulation is unobstructed. 
• Amenities should be of a high quality and made of durable materials to minimize 
maintenance.”  Complied. 
 
“• Amenities should be provided for pets, in particular places for dog exercise and 
relief. Consider dogs when designing turf areas (grass sod can be trampled by 
frequent dog use) and drainage (granular material in planters can help).” Complied. 
 
“ACCESS + PARKING        2.1.17 ACCESSIBILITY 
Intent: All pathways, building entrances and site amenities in new developments 
must be accessible to people of varying ability. 
• Access from the street to building entrances and walkways within the development 
should be universally accessible, with smooth, non-skid walking surfaces and gentle 
grades.”  
Complied. 
 “• Sidewalks and pathways should be a minimum 1.8m (5’11”) wide with non-skid, 
uniform surfaces. 
• Entrance ramps and lifts should be located in areas that are highly visible, easily 
accessible and connected to the sidewalk.”  Complied for the area required for 
accessibility. 
 
“• Site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) should be 
located where they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device 
(e.g. wheelchair, scooter) or people who are visually impaired.”   Complied. 
 
“• Parking for persons with a disability should be located close to accessible building 
entrances.”   Complied. 
 
“• Light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) should be used in all 
outdoor areas, as it facilitates better visibility.”  Complied with mechanical 
engineer’s design and specifications for lighting. 
 
“• Where steps or a grade separation that creates a private outdoor space are 
provided, a secondary entrance that meets accessibility requirements should also be 
provided from a rear corridor or a rear yard.”   
Accessibility is provided for all adaptable units including townhouse unit TH2 
with access from lobby or parkade , as well as at street front with future ramp 
in private outdoor space. 
  
“2.1.18 PEDESTRIAN + CYCLIST ACCESS 
Intent: New developments must provide appropriate connections for both pedestrians 
and cyclists to ensure comfort, safety and visibility. 
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• Pedestrian circulation that connects between buildings and shared amenities, as 
well as links to public streets and greenways should be provided.” 
Complied. 
 
“• Ensure safe circulation by distinguishing areas for walking and cycling from parking 
and vehicle traffic. 
• The number of driveways and times driveways and/or internal streets cross 
sidewalks should be minimized. Provide lanes, wherever appropriate, for vehicle 
access to minimizes disruption to sidewalks, bike routes and on-street parking.” 
Not applicable. 
 
“• The comfort and interest of pedestrians on the sidewalk and in public spaces 
should be provided for through lighting, wayfinding, and seating.”   Complied. 
“• Paving materials are an important aspect in the usability and quality of a space. 
These materials should be high quality and durable to provide safe walking surfaces 
for users, with special consideration for universal access. 
• Entrances and edges should be emphasized, and pedestrian pathways should be 
delineated with high quality and decorative materials (e.g. stone pavers, brick pavers, 
coloured concrete). Where the open space is an extension of the public sidewalk, 
consider materials that are compatible with those that are typically found in existing 
patterns (e.g. a concrete sidewalk with a decorative paving band along the curb). 
Consider extending any special paving patterns of adjacent City parks or open 
spaces to promote the public nature of the space.”   Complied. 
 
“• Lanes and narrow streets should be pleasantly designed and safe by indicating an 
edge between the public street and private land.”   Complied. 
 
“• Short-term bicycle parking should be located in highly visible, well-lit, accessible 
and weather protected areas and at main entrances.”  Complied. 
 
 
“2.1.19 VEHICULAR ACCESS + PARKING 
Intent: Vehicle parking associated with a development must be located and designed 
to reinforce a pedestrian oriented neighbourhood character and scale. 
• Underground parking has far less impact than above grade garages and is 
recommended in all developments to reduce potential pedestrian and vehicular 
conflicts.”  Complied. 
 
“• Where below grade structures are not possible, above ground parking structures 
should be located behind active street level uses. Attention and detail should be 
given to the design of the structure, including incorporating decorative grating applied 
to any face of the structure fronting a street, creative use of colour and/or colourful 
landscaping.”  Complied. 
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“• Underground parking has far less impact than above grade garages and is 
recommended in all developments to reduce potential pedestrian and vehicular 
conflicts. 
• Adequate space should be provided for vehicles to pull in and wait at the parking 
gate while not obstructing pedestrian or vehicular movement and creating 
CPTED issues.”   Complied. 
 
“• Parking ramps should be positioned perpendicular to the street or lane, not parallel 
to streets.”  Complied. 
 
“• Ramps should be placed so that they are contained within the fabric of the building 
envelope.”  Complied. 
 
“• Parking should be accessed from a lane or secondary street and ensure a 
continuous pedestrian interface and neighbourhood quality on the primary street. 
Where lane access is available, access to parking areas or structures from a street 
will generally not be permitted.”  Complied. 
 
“• Infrastructure within parking areas should be provided for electric vehicles to meet 
Electric Vehicle Ready requirements (i.e. Level 1 wiring for low-rise residential and 
small commercial buildings, and Level 2 wiring for mid-rise residential and large 
commercial buildings).”     
Will be Complied with future electrical engineer design. 
 
“• Appropriately sized and conveniently located parking spaces should be provided in 
order to support transportation options such as carpools and cooperative car use” 
Not applicable. 
 
“SAFETY + SECURITY 
2.1.20 PRIVACY 
Intent: Buildings must be designed to clearly delineate between public and private 
spaces, while still creating visual connections to the surrounding public realm.” 
Complied. 
 
“• The recommended building setback of 3.0m (9’10”) minimum from the property line 
is to provide space for entrances into ground level residential units and private 
outdoor space for the occupants. This space can function as a porch, a patio, a deck, 
or a planting buffer from the street. The space should be elevated above street level 
slightly to provide some overlook and greater privacy for the residents.” 
Complied (refer to previous responses). 
 
“• Residential façades should incorporate a high amount of transparency at street 
level. Where patios are located along the street front, they should be elevated slightly 
or may be screened with landscaping elements to provide a degree of privacy while 
still allowing street surveillance.”     
Complied (refer to previous responses). 
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“• Fencing and screening should be consistent with the overall site design and 
furnishings, and integrated into any landscaped areas.”   Complied. 
 
“• There should be no solid walls and solid fencing adjacent to private or public open 
space where safety and security is an issue. In areas where solid walls are 
unavoidable, care should be taken to ensure that materials and form fits within the 
architectural style of the larger development. Landscaping, screening and other 
architectural techniques can be employed to lessen the impact of solid walls or 
fencing. Chain link fencing will not be permitted.”  Complied. 

 
“2.1.21 SAFETY 
Intent: New developments must enhance personal safety and security through 
building siting, orientation and design. 
• Each development should provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design (CPTED) analysis outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of 
developments and buildings, including open space.”    Complied. 
 
“• Clear sightlines should be provided from within buildings to the entryways so 
occupants can clearly see outside before leaving the building. Design front entries so 
they don’t create entrapment areas that are not visible from indoors.”  Complied. 
 
“• Opportunities for visual oversight should be provided from buildings onto adjacent 
streets or lanes, and shared open space within the development.”  Complied. 
 
“• All building entrances should be legible from the street. Use public realm elements 
such as pathways, pavements, gates, lighting and landscaping to guide the public to 
and from entrances and exits.”  Complied. 
 
“• Ownership and intended use should be clearly defined through obvious design 
cues such as low fencing, benches and paving patterns/materials.”  Complied. 
 
“ENVIRONMENT ...... 2.1.22 ENERGY CONSERVATION 
Intent: Building energy performance must be optimized by employing passive 
strategies and where possible using energy from renewable sources. 
• New buildings should use energy efficient heating, air conditioning and ventilation 
systems.”    
Complied.  The development will target Step Code Level 4 of BC Building 
Code. 
 
“• Passive design principles should be used to lessen energy input to cool in hotter 
months and heat in colder months. Building energy consumption can also be 
reduced by encouraging use of alternative energy sources and the use of high quality 
durable materials with a long lifespan.” 
Energy saving strategies will be considered into the design where the main 
target is a building meeting the Step Code Level 4 of BC Building Code. 
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“• The orientation and massing of buildings should maximize opportunities for passive 
solar heating and cooling, solar hot water and photovoltaics, and natural lighting and 
ventilation. Where possible, situate the long axis of major building elements in the 
east-west direction.”    
Complied with the side orientation in balance with other requirements. 
 
“• Buildings should have units with exterior ventilation (operable windows) on two 
sides to encourage passive cooling through cross ventilation.” 
Complied with best effort for corner units. 
 
“• Exterior shading devices should be used to manage heat gain from solar exposure. 
These may be adjustable, such as retractable canopies, or fixed, such as projecting 
roofs, deep balconies, light shelves, fixed fins and similar features into building 
design to shade during the summer but provide solar access in winter.”  Complied.   
 
“• Strategies should be used to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce 
unwanted heat gain in summer months. A solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better 
is encouraged for south or west facing windows to maximize solar gain during 
winter.” 
Energy and envelope consultants are engaged for the project.  Energy 
modeling is provided for an optimum solution on energy strategy. 
 
“• Encourage glazing technologies that allow daylight penetration into buildings and 
minimize heat conduction (i.e. double or triple glazing).” 
Complied with best consideration (refer to previous responses).  
 
“• Where possible, install solar panels, wind turbines, geothermal pumps or other 
devices that generate renewable energy on-site. “Solar ready” design is encouraged 
to extend energy production later.” 
Complied with best consideration (refer to previous responses).  
 
“• Methods for improving building air tightness and overall thermal performance of the 
building envelope are encouraged.” 
Complied with best consideration (refer to previous responses).  
 
“2.1.23 WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Intent: Building design, construction and operation must focus on reducing waste and 
promoting resilient materials and recycling efforts. 
• New developments should provide on-site recycling and waste receptacles in 
locations that are adequately sized and convenient for collection and pick-up. The 
location of recycling, garbage and compost receptacles should be given thoughtful 
design to encourage the reduction of solid waste and promote sustainability within 
individual developments.”   Complied. 
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“• Encourage the installation or provision of space for a multi-stream (compost, 
recyclable, waste) collection facility in all residential units and/or in common areas in 
buildings.”  Complied. 
 
“• The garbage/recycling/compost facility should be well located in a secure, well 
designed, screened area that is safely accessible by both residents and service 
trucks. 
• Space should be provided to store bins when waiting for pick up to avoid bins being 
left on the street.”  Complied. 
“• The impact of odour from these areas should be reduced through careful location 
and an enclosed and properly ventilated design integrated within the building.” 
Complied. 
 
“2.1.24 NOISE 
Intent: Buildings are encouraged to utilize noise abatement techniques to minimize 
impacts from adjacent transportation activities. 
• Leading edge technical approaches to noise abatement should be used in 
residential building construction (e.g. fresh air ventilation alternatives to open 
windows, acoustically rated glazing) including on balconies (e.g. sound absorption 
materials and/or barriers).” 
To be complied with best consideration .  
 
“• Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to truck routes or train 
tracks must provide a report prepared by persons qualified in acoustics and noise 
measurement, demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise standards for habitable 
areas (i.e. max. 35 decibels for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for living dining and 
recreation rooms, and max. 45 decibels for kitchen, bathrooms, hallways and utility 
rooms).”   Not applicable. 
 
“HERITAGE......2.1.25 HERITAGE 
Intent: Heritage elements must be recognized, preserved and enhanced to 
strengthen neighbourhood history and character.” 
Some simplified and/or interpreted “Art Deco” style character is intended in 
portion of exterior design (refer to previous responses). 
 
“• Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation 
of Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.” 
Not applicable. 
 
“• When possible, reuse historic artifacts on redevelopment sites. 
• New materials should be harmonious with the historic context, and original 
materials should be maintained where possible. 
• New construction should be compatible with adjacent heritage materials and 
complement any existing heritage pattern and scale of the streetscape by providing 
an appropriate transition between differing scales and heights of neighbouring 
buildings. 
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• New construction should respect and enhance the quality of neighbouring heritage 
buildings by using similar building proportions. The first storey will maintain a similar 
articulation to the heritage buildings on either side and upper storeys should respect 
or continue the decorative details and articulation of neighbouring heritage buildings. 
• New buildings in proximity to heritage assets should be designed to be compatible 
with their historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these 
cases, new buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional 
building style (i.e. draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while 
continuing to reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.”  
Not applicable. 
 
“SIGNAGE ...... 2.1.26 SIGNAGE 
Intent: Provide signage that is clear and visible without being visually obtrusive. 
• Signs should be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and 
materials of the development and its surrounding context. 
• Signs should be integrated into the detailing of the building, but subordinate to the 
overall building composition. 
• Signs should be visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Signs 
should be designed so that the size, location and information is oriented to 
pedestrians. 
• Signs should add to the interest of the building and respect the historic character of 
the area, and not create visual clutter.” 
Since no commercial use is proposed, address number will be the only 
signage with minimum impact on exterior facade. 
 
 
 
Xuedong Zhao 
Architect AIBC, B. Arch., Ph D Arch. 
ZHAO XD ARCHITECT LTD. 
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Email:   xzhao@zhaoarch.com                                                                                        Web:  www.zhaoarch.com 
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Lounge  Area

CONCRETE PLANTER WALL
2-BIKE RACKS

BUILT IN TABLE
WITH TWO BENCHES

Gate

Siting Area

BBQ Area

BUILT IN BENCH
SHOP DRAWING TO BE
PROVIDED TO LA FOR
REVIEW AND APPROVAL

PROPANE FIRE TABLE

BENCH

Dog relief area

Siting Area

FEATURE ARCHITECTURAL
CONCRETE WALL WITH PROJECT SIGN

CONCRETE PLANTER WALL

FEATURE ARCHITECTURAL
CONCRETE SIGN WALL

FEATURE ARCHITECTURAL
CONCRETE WALL

2-BENCHES

BENCH

Play Area

PATIO

PATIO

PATIO

42" ht ALUMINUM FENCE
WITH GATE

CONCRETE PLANTER WALL

TO BE RETAINED

42" ht ALUMINUM FENCE
WITH GATE

PLAY EQUIPMENT ON RESILIENT SURFACE:
2'X2' RUBBER TILE , GREEN COLOR

+ 93.85

+ 93.70

COMMUNITY
DINING AREA

   RESIDENTIAL ENTRY PLANTED  POTS
2 RUBEN, TALL SQUARE POTS

Hose bib

PLANTED SIZE / REMARKSCOMMON NAMEBOTANICAL NAME
PLANT SCHEDULE

KEY QTY

NOTES:  * PLANT SIZES IN THIS LIST ARE SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE BC LANDSCAPE STANDARD, LATEST EDITION.  CONTAINER SIZES SPECIFIED AS PER
CNLA STANDARDS.  BOTH PLANT SIZE AND CONTAINER SIZE ARE THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIZES.  * REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEFINED CONTAINER
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER PLANT MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS.  * SEARCH AND REVIEW: MAKE PLANT MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR OPTIONAL REVIEW BY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AT SOURCE OF SUPPLY.  AREA OF SEARCH TO INCLUDE LOWER MAINLAND AND FRASER VALLEY. * SUBSTITUTIONS: OBTAIN WRITTEN
APPROVAL FROM THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO MAKING ANY SUBSTITUTIONS  TO THE SPECIFIED MATERIAL. UNAPPROVED SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE
REJECTED.  ALLOW A MINIMUM OF FIVE DAYS PRIOR TO DELIVERY FOR REQUEST TO SUBSTITUTE.  SUBSTITUTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD - DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS OF AVAILABILITY. ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP MUST MEET OR EXCEED BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD'S LATEST EDITION. ALL PLANT MATERIAL MUST BE PROVIDED FROM CERTIFIED DISEASE FREE NURSERY

PMG PROJECT NUMBER: 16-026

TREE
5 ACER PALMATUM JAPANESE MAPLE 2M HT; B&B
6 ACER PALMATUM 'BUTTERFLY' VARIEGATED JAPANESE MAPLE 2.0M HT; B&B

1 MAGNOLIA KOBUS STELLATA 'PINK STAR' PINK STAR MAGNOLIA (LIGHT PINK) 2M HT; B&B 
1 STYRAX JAPONICUS 'PINK CHIMES' PINK FLOWERED JAPANESE SNOWBELL 3M; B&B

SHRUB
8 AZALEA JAPONICA 'HINO CRIMSON' AZALEA (SINGLE DEEP CRIMSON) #2 POT

66 BUXUS MICROPHYLLA 'WINTER GEM' LITTLE-LEAF BOX #2 POT; 25CM
3 HYDRANGEA M. 'ENDLESS SUMMER' ENDLESS SUMMER BIGLEAF HYDRANGEA #3 POT; 80CM

24 PIERIS JAPONICA 'VALLEY FIRE' PIERIS #3 POT; 50CM
2 RHODODENDRON 'NAOMI' NAOMI RHODODENDRON #3 POT; 50CM

18 ROSA 'SCARLET MEIDILAND' SCARLET MEIDILAND ROSE #2 POT; 40CM
35 SKIMMIA REEVESIANA DWARF SKIMMIA #1 POT
16 SPIRAEA X BUMALDA 'LIMEMOUND' LIMEMOUND SPIREA #2 POT; 40CM
43 TAXUS X MEDIA 'HICKSII' HICK'S YEW 1.20 M, PRUNE TO HEDGE

GRASS
467 CAREX 'ICE DANCE' FROSTED SEDGE #1 POT

8 CAREX O. `EVERGOLD' GOLD  SEDGE #1 POT
36 HAKONECHLOA MACRA 'AUREOLA' GOLD VARIEGATED JAPANESE FOREST GRASS #1 POT
21 HELICTOTRICHON SEMPERVIRENS BLUE OAT GRASS #1 POT
11 MISCANTHUS SINENSIS 'LITTLE KITTEN' COMPACT MAIDEN GRASS #1 POT
34 PENNISETUM ALOPECUROIDES 'HAMLIN' DWARF FOUNTAIN GRASS #1 POT; HEAVY

PERENNIAL
8 HEUCHERA MACRANTHA 'CRIMSON CURLS' FANCY-LEAVED CORAL BELLS; DEEP CRIMSON 15 CM POT
8 LIRIOPE MUSCARI BLUE LILY-TURF 15 CM POT

GC 38 LONICERA PILEATA PRIVET HONEYSUCKLE #1 POT; 25CM

NOTE:
- All soft landscape areas to be irrigated with automatically nstallation to I.I.A.B.C. Standards, latest edition. 
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SURFACE MOUNT AS PER 
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SURFACE MOUNTED
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6'-0" HEIGHT WOOD FENCE WITH LATTICE

1'
-2

"

8'-0" MAX. O.C.

NOTES:

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

ALL POSTS PRESSURE TREATED TO CSA STANDARD AND END CUTS
TREATED WITH PRESERVITIVE.

ALL OTHER MEMBERS TO BE CEDAR. #2 (CONSTRUCTION) GRADE MINIMUM.

ALL HARDWARE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED.

APPLY 2 COATS EXTERIOR STAIN TO MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION.
FINISH SELECTION AS APPROVED BY PROJECT ARCHITECT.

GAPS TO GRADE TO FOLLOW FINISH GRADE. GAP TO BE 3-6".
ALL FENCES TO BE LEVEL. CHANGES IN GRADE TO BE IN 12"-18" STEPS (MAX.).

COMPACTED SUBGRADE
OR

PATIO ON SLAB

3" GAP

2x4 P.T. BOTTOM
RAIL

2x6 CEDAR CAP

2x4 CEDAR RAIL
1x2 NAILER

4x4 P.T. FIR POST

1x6 ROUGH
CEDAR BOARDS

1x6 NAILER

2x6 NAILER

12"x12"x24" CONC. FOOTING
SLOPE TOP EDGE FOR DRAINAGE

3" DRAIN ROCK UNDER

6'
-0

"

L-1
4

1/2" = 1'-0" L-1
5

1/2" = 1'-0"
42" HT ALUMINUM FENCE

NOTE

CONCRETE SLAB BY OTHERS

2"

CONCRETE CURB

2"

CAST IN PLACE 

10
"

4"

LATCH

DRAIN STRIP ON SLAB

LANDSCAPE ON SLAB
1/2'= 1'-0"

DECORATIVE PAVING ON A SLAB
1/2'= 1'-0"

1/2'= 1'-0"

3" DEPTH DRAIN ROCK

1'

2" DEPTH SAND

ON GROWING MEDIUM (36" MIN DEPTH AT TREES, TYP.)
2" LAYER COMPOSTED BARK MULCH

PAVERS TO BE INSTALLED TO MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS
NOTE:

2" BIRD'S EYE GRAVEL

CONCRETE PAVERS
AS PER LANDSCAPE PLAN

PROTECTED SLAB BY OTHERS

NILEX PD20 OR APPROVED
EQU.  DRAIN MAT

PAVERS NOT TO BE CUT MORE THAN HALF SIZE
ALL PAVERS TO BE DIAMOND CUT
ONLY PAVERS OFF SLAB ARE TO BE INFILLED WITH POLYMER SAND

DO NOT INFILL AND SWEEP SAND BETWEEN
PAVERS THAT ARE ON TOP OF SLAB

IE COURTYARD AND PRIVATE PATIO AREAS

ONLY PAVERS OFF SLAB ARE TO HAVE BEDDING SAND LEVELING COARSE

 PAVERS

ON DRAIN MAT:

ON 2" BIRD'S EYE GRAVEL

ON 2" DEPTH SAND

PROTECTED SLAB BY OTHERS

24
"

24" HT CONCRETE WALL (BY ARCHITECTS)
OR MASONRY UNIT,
DRAIN MAT FULL DEPTH

GROWING MEDIUM
& BARK MULCH (SEE SPEC.)

INSIDE PLANTER LINING  -DRAIN MAT:
NILEX WD-15 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

INSIDE PLANTER LINING AND
UNDER DRAIN ROCK DRAIN MAT:
NILEX WD-15 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

NILEX PD20 OR APPROVED
EQU.  DRAIN MAT UNDER PAVERS
AND PLANTER WALLS

36
"  

M
IN

 F
O

R
 T

R
E

E

NILEX PD20 OR APPROVED EQUIV.

L-1
1

L-1
2

L-1
3

TH 1

TH 4

42" HTx3'WIDE  ARCH. FINISH CONCRETE WALL SANDBLAST FINISH
9" HT. BLACK LETTERS MOUNTED ON WALL
42" HT  ALUMINUM FENCE WITH GATE

2' HT  CONCRETE PLANTER WALL

ARCH. FINISH CONCRETE WALL SANDBLAST FINISH
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CLIENT:  MARCHENTIC HOLDINGS CORPORATION

Burnaby, British Columbia, V5C 6G9
p:  604 294-0011  ;  f:  604 294-0022

Suite C100  -  4185 Still Creek Drive

4-STOREY RESIDENTIAL / 

WITH:  ZHAO XD ARCHITECT LTD.

1 16.JUL.26 NEW SITE PLAN DD

2 16.DEC.12 NEW SITE PLAN DD

3 17.FEB.21 NEW SITE PLAN DD

4 17.MAY.24 NEW SITE PLAN DD

5 17.OCT.12 NEW SITE PLAN DD

6 18.SEP.26 NEW SITE PLAN/ CITY COMMENTS DD

7 18.OCT.09 NEW SITE PLAN/ CITY COMMENTS DD

TREE MANAGEMENT
PLAN

L33/32"=1'-0"
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